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Abstract
Governmental resp onses to Hurricane Katrina are generally cited as p olicy
failures. Media and p op ular analyses focus on the federal government's

p olicy failures in hazard p rep aredness, resp onse, and recovery. Meanwhile,
disaster exp erts realize that disaster resp onse is a shared
intergovernmental resp onsibility. We examine the federal nature of natural
disaster p olicy in the US to consider whether federalism, or other factors,
had the greatest influence on the failures in Katrina. We find that some
p olicy failures are related to p olicy design considerations based in
federalism, but that the national focus on “homeland security” and the
concomitant reduction in attention to natural hazards and disasters, are
equally, if not more comp licit, in the erosion of government disaster
management cap acity that was revealed in Hurricane Katrina.
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